PBCore Advisory Sub-Committee Annual Meeting: 11/30, 1 PM CT

In attendance:
Chair: Rebecca Fraimow, WGBH
Sadie Roosa, WGBH
Karen Cariani, WGBH
Casey Davis Kaufman, WGBH
John Passmore, WNYC
Kara van Malssen, AVP
Dave Rice, CUNY TV
Henry Borchers, University of Illinois
Al Bersch, Oregon Public Broadcasting
Ryan Edge, Gates Archive
Jen Arcand, UCLA (student)
Jean Moylan, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Morgan O. Morel, BAVC
Trent Purdy, University of Arizona Libraries
Andrea Leigh, Library of Congress
Dean Jeffrey, American Dance Festival
Irene Taylor, Washington University in St. Louis
Linda Tadic, Digital Bedrock
Julie Hardesty (virtual), Indiana University
Thom Pease (virtual), Library of Congress
Chris Pierce (virtual), Library of Congress

Agenda

1. Changes and accomplishments over the last year (Rebecca Fraimow)
   a. PBCore Office Hours
   b. Updated PBCore Controlled Vocabularies
2. Current PBCore projects
   a. PBCore Development and Training Project
      i. PBCore Cataloging Tool (Linda Tadic)
      ii. PBCore MedialInfo updates (Dave Rice)
      iii. ProTrack integration (Rebecca Fraimow)
      iv. Updated CSV templates (Sadie Roosa)
      v. PBCore crosswalks (Rebecca Fraimow and Sadie Roosa)

3. Next steps
   a. Website updates
   b. User testing for PBCore Development and Training Project
   c. PBCore workshops
   d. Other projects? Ideas?

Mellon project

- Building on Samvera solutions to develop Avalon to make them more useful for the AAPB and with PBCore
- What commercial DAM systems support PBCore as a data schema?
  - ProTrack
  - John points out that any tool should be able to implement PBCore
  - MediaFlex does it
  - Al points out that all the vendors will say what they can do it
  - Collate documentation from people working with MAM systems to try to implement PBCore
  - Get a sense of who in the commercial community is using what MAM system and who to reach out to

- Where are there lists of data formats?
  - Would PREMIS be a good place for this?
  - Use cases for this? Rebecca Guenther, Morgan

- Other use cases?
  - Omeka tool – CONCRETE USE CASES
    - George Mason University
  - John – commercial MAM/DAM relationships
    - Specifications for what to ask for on how to include PBCore in your RFP
    - Ryan – Gates Foundation uses Cortex by OrangeLogic